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WISE WILLIAM massacre at mountain meadows an american
legend and a monumental crime new york thomas Y crowell
company 1976 517
pp 11.95
317 ap
1195
reviewed by leonard J arrington LDS church historian and
director of the charles redd center for western studies at brigham
young university

cormons and non cormons
mormons alike will recognize
historians mormons
immediately that massacre at mountain meadows an american
legend and a monumental crime by william wise is wildly inaccurate both in its statements of fact and in its interpretations
this
thesis
thisisis not surprising since the book was written without use of the
trial records government reports travelers accounts letters and
diaries which are in the henry E huntington library and art
gallery in san marino california the brigham young university
library in provo utah and the archives of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in salt lake city nor has mr wise
even prepared himself for treating the topic by reading responsible
histories of the mormon people overlooking the many available
mr wise has relied primarily upon such outdated potboilers as
those by T B H stenhouse william linn and M R werner
mormons
in thus slanting his history of the cormons
Mor mons which occupies fully
half of the book he is seeking to build up a case of negative expectations so that when he finally gets around to his real topic
the tragedy at mountain meadows the reader will readily accept
his accusations

the

second half of the book that dealing with the massacre
itself is ostensibly based on published government documents including reports of the two trials of john D lee like the warren
report on the assassination of john F kennedy the documents
are replete with wild allegations contradictory claims rumor eyewitness accounts memories several years later and responses to charges
it takes a simple mind to select from this kind of material a single
story and tell it as if it were perfectly obvious this is what wise
has done in this respect he dismisses the best available treatise
on the massacre the mountain meadows massacre by juanita
brooks published by stanford university press in 1950 and republished by university of oklahoma press in 1962 widely praised
for the thoroughness of her research and her relentless honesty in
following the evidence where it led her mrs brooks wrestled
with the larger more significant question of how the massacre
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could have happened her most valuable insight has to do with
cormons in southern utah had come to perceive
the fact that the mormons
the fancher train as criminals and enemies that a war psychology
had been whipped up by the approach of a body of 2500 federal
troops and that once a series of events was set in motion it became
impossible to reverse it the possibility of brigham youngs complicity is one she naturally considered her conclusion is that he
cannot be blamed for the crime in the sense of having ordered it
but brooks sought not primarily to pin the responsibility in a simple
way but to understand recognizing the background of persecution
cormons had themselves been victims and the hysin which the mormons
able
abie to present the evidence
teria of the utah war period she was ablerto
ableto
cormons and non mormons
cormons alike to
in a way that made sense to mormons
professional historians and buffs
now what would justify a new book on this subject there is
that is introduced by mr wise
no new evidence or at least none
nonethat
there is no new frame of reference through which to see the old
evidence or at least none that is introduced by mr wise the
most important secondary study of obvious importance and relevance
1S
7801
85959 published
is norman furniss the mormon conflict 18501859
780
18011859
1850
by yale university press in 1960 unknown to mr wise wise has
a chapter on the gunnison massacre and the standard thoroughly
researched reference is a master s thesis the gunnison massacre
by david L miller jr of the university of utah also unknown
to mr wise there is every evidence that mr wise wrote this
book hastily there is a lack of familiarity with the relevant scholarly research and of an unseemly and damaging reliance on a few
older works that historians have learned to treat with extreme
caution mr wise s work would not pass muster as a dissertation
bis mentors
or thesis in any respectable american university for his
recognizethe the inadequacy of his documentation
would quickly recognize
does it matter to mr wise that brigham young sent a still
mormons in southern utah telling them
surviving letter to the cormons
not to interfere with the emigration trains passing through utah
you must not meddle with them he counseled this letter as
juanita brooks concluded clears brigham young of any direct
responsibility for the massacre surely wise could understand if
he took second thought that brigham young and the church had
everything to lose by wiping out the fancher train no one was
more sensitive to the need to arouse sympathetic public opinion
among americans in the east than brigham young this was the
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Seba stopol plan of evacuating salt lake city and other
basis for his sebastopol
sevastopol
communities during the utah war this helps to explain his firm
avold inflicting casualties on the
orders to mormon troops to avoid
approaching U S troops mr wise would like us to believe that
this same brigham young at the same time turned around and
with flinty eyes and fire spouting nostrils gave the order to obliterate a passing wagon train where is the evidence mr wise furnishes none
if william wise offers no evidence to support his assignment
of guilt what does he do he tells the story based on circumstantial evidence with no direct evidence one way or the other he
over and over again assumes that he knows what happened his
favorite word is doubtless which of course means that there is
but that mr wise s surmises are sufficient doubtless
no evidence butthat
brigham young had his eye on the fancher train from the time
it entered the territory doubtless he knew how much money it
had and thought that the gain would be worth the price of a
crime doubtless charles C rich persuaded the company to go by
the southern route doubtless young and his associates discussed
the details of the fancher train s progress doubtless he gave the
order to move ahead with the massacre doubtless mr wise has
interwoven his own conjectures at key points in order to help

make the whole thing appear doubtless
hastily prepared and largely dependent on selected tendentious
secondary studies massacre at mountain meadows is an excellent
model of what careful scholarship is not

corrections
following corrections should be made in S george ellsworth s review of james B alien
allen
ailen and glen M leonard s the story
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of the latter day saints in BYU studies 17 winter 1977

the
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insert the following on page 243 line 6 immediately
following the colon
church organizations organizations and institutions 67 pages 105
10.5
105 percent
on page 246 the last line of the review should read in
short the story of the latter day saints is an excellent
draft ready to be polished by authors and editors
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